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Let Ov be a valuation ring with valuation v and quotient field K. The
aim of this paper is to study proper, integral, normal Ov-curves X, (here
Ov-curves=Ov -schemes of pure relative dimension 1), and more generally
curves defined over a normal, integral scheme S, whose local rings at the
closed points are valuation rings. Our central result gives a precise charac-
terization of such Ov -curves as a normalization of P1Ov in the function field
}(X), for the class of valuation rings Ov which satisfy the Local Skolem
Property.1 This class includes all valuation rings whose value groups have
rational rank 1 and whose residue fields are algebraic over a finite field, so
in particular the global fields equipped with non-archimedian valuations. The
henselian valuation rings, irrespective of their value group and residue field,
also belong to this class. The precise definition for membership of this class
is given in the third section.
The main theorem of this paper is:
Theorem 1. Let Ov be a valuation ring satisfying the Local Skolem
Property with quotient field K. Let X be a proper, normal, integral Ov -curve
with K relatively algebraically closed in F :=}(X). Then there exists a finite
Ov-morphism X  P1Ov , and hence X is projective over Ov . Further, given any
set of irreducible components of the closed fibre of X, there exists a contraction
X  Y of precisely these components, where Y is again a proper, normal,
integral curve over Ov .
Theorem 1 is proved by exhibiting a quasi-finite morphism from X to a
special Ov -curve C, then using Zariski’s Main Theorem one deduces that it
is an open immersion, and concludes it is an isomorphism by properness.
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1 The Local Skolem Property at v is a criterion for the solvability of systems of algebraic
diophantine equations in rings of algebraic v-integers. A detailed study of the Local Skolem
Property including various characterizations can be found in [G-M-P4] and [Po2]. In the
context of the Local-Global-Principle we also refer to [M-B, G-P-R].
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The curve C is a normalization of P1Ov in F, and is determined by the set
of points of X corresponding to the generic points of the irreducible
components of its closed fibre. The quasi-finite Ov-morphism, X  C, is
obtained by factoring through a naturally constructed auxiliary Ov -curve,
Y, which is a normalization of P1Ov in F and maps surjectively onto C by
contracting certain irreducible components of its closed fibre. As we are
working in the general non-noetherian context, it is possible that the
auxiliary curve Y is not of finite type over Ov . Therefore in the first two
sections we study curves which occur as normalizations of P1Ov , in F. We
show that such curves,
(i) are uniquely determined by the generic points of the closed fibre,
(ii) satisfy a contraction lemma for irreducible components of the
closed fibre,
(iii) and we give necessary and sufficient conditions for such curves
to be of finite type in terms of the local rings corresponding to the generic
points of the closed fibre.
Let O’iF, 1in, be the local rings corresponding to the generic
points of the irreducible components of the closed fibre of X. Then for each
i, O’i is a valuation ring dominating Ov whose residue field is a function field
of one variable over the residue field of Ov . Let V=[V1 , ..., Vn] be the set
of valuations of F prolonging v and determined by the O’i . We shall use the
terminology ‘‘constant reductions’’ to mean valuations V of F of the type
occuring in V, i.e., such that the residue fields of F | K by V again form a
function field of transcendence degree 1.
Using Theorem 1 we show that over a valued field (K, v) satisfying the
Local Skolem Property there is a ‘‘birational ’’ correspondence between
function fields of one variable equipped with finite sets of proper constant
reductions, and proper, normal, integral Ov -curves:
Let X be the category whose objects are proper, normal, integral Ov-curves
X, with K algebraically closed in }(X), and whose morphisms are proper,
surjective Ov -morphisms. Next, let F be the category whose objects are
pairs (F, V) where F is a function field of one variable with constant field
K and V is a finite set of proper constant reductions prolonging v. A
morphism between pairs (F, V) and (E, W) is defined to be an embedding
of fields F  E such that via it, W contains the full set of prolongations of
V to E. With the above terminology we prove:
Theorem 2. Let (K, v) be a valued field satisfying the Local Skolem
Property. Then there is an anti-equivalence between the categories X and F.
In particular, up to isomorphism X is uniquely determined by F=}(X) and
the set V associated with the generic points of its closed fibre. Conversely,
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each finite set of constant reductions V of F prolonging v determines a unique
proper, normal, integral Ov -curve X.
In the absence of the Local Skolem Property there exist function fields
equipped with finite sets of constant reductions to which one cannot
associate a model of an Ov -curve X as above. Hovever, if the model X
exists, then the following theorem shows that it is indeed ‘‘birationally’’
characterized by its function field and associated set of constant reductions:
Theorem 3. Let Ov be a valuation ring with quotient field K and valuation
v. Let X be a proper, normal, integral Ov -curve with K relatively
algebraically closed in F :=}(X). For each separable algebraic extension
L | K suppose that the normalization of X in FL is of finite type over the
normalization of Ov in L.2 Then up to Ov -isomorphism, X is uniquely
determined by the points corresponding to the generic points of the
irreducible-components of the closed fibre.3
Theorem 3 is deduced by first making a base change to the separable
closure of K, where all valuations prolonging v are henselian and the first
theorem can be applied. By descent the scheme X is realized as the Galois
quotient of the scheme which has been characterized using Theorem 1. This
theorem remains true if Spec Ov is replaced by a scheme S which is normal,
integral, separated and whose local rings at the closed points are valuation
rings. This is the form we prove in the paper, but here we have stated the
simpler form so as not to load the notation.
The questions studied here in the ‘‘arithmetic’’ situation are closely
related to work done in common with Michel Matignon and Florian Pop
in the ‘‘geometric’’ situation. I would like to thank them for many helpful
and interesting discussions.
1. Proper Families of Constant Reductions
In this section we begin by introducing the terminology concerning constant
reductions of function fields needed to define the Ov -curve C, and prove the
finiteness results we shall need to be able to interpret the condition
imposed on the set of constant reductions V, by the properness of the
Ov-curve X.
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2 If Ov is noetherian this condition is always satisfied.
3 In particular if K is equipped with the trivial valuation, we recover the classical theorem
asserting that a projective, normal, integral curve over K is uniquely determined by its generic
point, i.e. its function field.
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The main result of this section gives necessary and sufficient conditions for
deciding when the integral closure of Ov[t], in a finite algebraic extension of
the rational function field K(t), is finite as a module over Ov[t].
Let K be an arbitrary field endowed with a valuation v. Let F | K be a
function field in one variable and v be a constant reduction of F prolonging
v. This means that v is a valuation of F prolonging v, such that the residue
fields Fv | Kv again form a function field in one variable. For non-constant
t # F we let Vt denote the full set of prolongations of the Gau? valuation
vt on K(t) to F. The Gau? valuation vt is defined by
vt \ :
n
i=0
ai ti+=infi v(ai), ai # K,
for polynomials and extended to K(t).
Now suppose V is a finite set of constant reductions of F prolonging v,
and V | v the notation used to indicate this. Then V is said to be principal
at v if there exists t # F such that V=Vt . The element t # F is said to be an
element with the uniqueness property for V. Note that if t is an element with
the uniqueness property for V then so are the powers tn for all natural
numbers n1. Throughout this paper the sets V always prolong a single
valuation v of K, and so we shall often drop the reference to it.
Definition 1.1. The set of constant reductions V | v is defined to be
proper if
(i) V is principal at v;
(ii) for each v # V, v | v is a defectless extension, in the sense of the
remark below, and the ramification index ev | v equals the initial index =v | v .
Remarks. (1) Let v | v be a constant reduction of F | K. Then for each
residually transcendental element t # F, the henselian defect of the finite
valued field extension (F | K(t), v | vt) is well defined; namely
$v | v t :=[F
h
v : K(t)
h
vt](ev | vt [Fv: K(t) vt])
with the superscript h denoting the respective henselisation. By [G-M-P1],
p. 371 remark, or [K], for each v-residually transcendental t # F, $v | vt is
invariant and so determines a defect for the extension (F | K, v | v).
Therefore by general valuation theory, Endler [E], (18.6) p. 141,
condition ii) above is equivalent to the condition that for each element t # F
with the uniqueness property for V the ring v Ov is finite over Ovt . In
particular this implies that (v Ov) | Ovtn is finite for all powers t
n of t. We
shall need this fact in 1.4 below.
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(2) By general valuation theory, loc. cit., if v is discrete rank 1, then
for each constant reduction v | v, ev | v==v | v . On the other hand if v is rank
1 and non-discrete then =v | v=1 and so in this situation V | v is a proper
family of constant reductions iff there exist V-regular functions, i.e. functions
t # F such that
[F : K(t)]= :
v=V
[Fv: K(t) vt].
(3) If K is algebraically closed then for each constant reduction v | v,
ev | v=1 and $v | v=1. Moreover, if V is any finite set of constant reductions
of F prolonging v, then there exist V-regular functions of degree bounded
by 4gF&4+5*(V), where gF denotes the genus of the function field (see
[G-M-P2]).
For given F | K and V | v we consider each value group 1v=vF _ to be
the natural embedding into the divisible hull of 1v . The inf-norm on F
determined by V is defined by
v(x)= inf
v # V
v(x) for x # F.
We let Ov=[x # F : v(x)0] and Mv =[x # F : v(x)>0]. Then Ov=v Ov
and Mv =v Mv . If AF is any subset, we set
Av :=(A & Ov+Mv)Mv and Av :=(A & Ov +MvOv)Mv Ov .
With these notations it follows that Fv=Ov Mv $>vFv, Ov v=Ov MvOv $
>vOv MvOv and Kv still has its usual meaning.
Our aim now is to show that if V | v is a proper set of constant reduc-
tions and E a finite dimensional K-subspace of F, then dimK E=dimKv Ev.
We shall assume that V | v is proper throughout the rest of this section.
Let 1 v = 1v and suppose V is a set of non-negative representatives for
1v 1v , less than the positive elements of 1v . (As the initial index
=v | v=ev | v for each v we can find such a set of representatives.) If A is an
Ov-submodule of F and for each & # V we set Av&=[x # A : v(x)&]
[x # A : v(x)>&], then dim Av=&dim Av& as Kv-vectorspaces. Note that
if t is any element with the uniqueness property for V, then K(t) v=K(t)v
and K(t) v&=0 for all representatives & with &  1v .
Lemma 1.2. Let t # F | K be an element with the uniqueness property for
V and suppose E is a finite dimensional K subspace of F. Then there exists
n # N such that
(i) dimK E=dimK(t n) EK(tn)
(ii) dimKv Ev=dimK(t n) v EvK(tn) v=dimK(tn) v(EK(tn)) v.
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Proof. (i) Since n1 K(tn)=K, clearly for n large
dimK E=dimK(tn) EK(tn).
(ii) For each v # V and representative & of 1v 1v fix x& # F with
v(x&)=&. Next we choose n large enough so that (i) holds,
dimKv(Ex&1& )v=dimK(tn) v(Ex
&1
& )vK(t
n) v
for each v and &, and also dimKv Ev=dimK(t n) v EvK(tn)v.
We show that EvK(tn) v=(EK(tn)) v which gives the other equality. The
inclusion  is clear so it suffices to show (EK(tn)) vEvK(tn) v. Now
dim(EK(tn)) v=& dim(EK(tn)) v& as K(tn) v-vectorspaces, so it is sufficient
to show that for each representative &, (EK(tn)) v&Ev&K(tn) v. Let (ei) i be
a basis for E | K and so also for EK(tn) | K(tn). Then for z # EK(tn) we have
z=
1
q(tn)
:
i
pi (tn)ei ,
with the pi (tn), q(tn) # K[tn] and v(q(tn))=0. Expanding and simplifying
the polynomials we obtain
q(tn)z=:
j
*j tnj, *j # E.
Assuming v(z)=& it follows that infj v(*j)=&. First note that for some
j, *j{0, for otherwise z=0. For given v # V, by multiplying by some c # K
if necessary, we may suppose infj v(c*j)=v(x&$)=&$ for some representative
&$ # 1v and x&$ # F. Then by the choice of n
\ cx&$ :j *j t
nj+ v=\:j
c*j
x&$
tnj+ v=:j \
c*j
x&$+ vtnjv{0,
and we deduce that v(cx&$  j *jtnj )=0. From this it follows that v( j *j tnj )
=infjv(*j ) and so
v \j *j t
nj+=infv infj v(*j )=infj infv v(*j )=infj v(*j ).
Hence (q(tn)z) v&=j *jv&tnjv{0, and as v(q(tn))=0 we have
(q(tn)z) v&=q(tn)vzv&.
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It follows
zv&=
1
q(tn)v
:
j
*jv&tnjv # Ev&K(tn) v,
completing the proof. K
Lemma 1.3. Let t # F | K be an element with the uniqueness property for
V and A and B finite dimensional K(t)-subspaces of F with B/A. Then
dimK(t) A=dimK(t) vAv O dimK(t) B=dimK(t) vBv.
Proof. Suppose Av=BvS where S is a supplementary space. We lift
a basis of S to A, so there exists C/A, generated by this lifting such that
Cv=S. Thus BC/A and by assumption
dim Bv+dim S=dim Av=dim Adim B+dim C.
It follows that dim Bvdim B, and consequently we have equality. K
Proposition 1.4. Let V | v be a proper set of constant reductions and E
a finite dimensional K-subspace of F. Then
dimK E=dimKv Ev,
and E & Ov is a finite Ov-module.
Proof. Using 1.2 and 1.3 it is a simple exercise to prove 1.4. Since
for the extension (F | K(tn), V | vtn), Ov |Ov tn is finite, it follows by [E],
page 141, that
dimK(t n)F=dimK(t n) vFv.
But then by 1.3 and 1.2 for n large
dimK E=dimK(tn) EK(tn)=dimK(tn) v(EK(tn)) v
=dimK(t n) v Ev .K(tn) v=dimKv Ev
completing first part.
Next let e1 , ..., en # E & Ov be liftings of a Kv-basis of Ev in E. We claim
that E & Ov=i Ovei . First we observe that the ei # E are K-linearly
independent and that by the first part E=i Kei . Now suppose b # E & Ov
with b{0. Then b=a1e1+a2 e2+ } } } +an en with the ai # K and we may
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assume v(a1)=infi v(ai). We claim that a1 , ..., an # Ov . If not then a&11 # Mv
and reducing
a&11 b=e1+a
&1
1 a2e2+ } } } +a
&1
1 anen
yields a relation between the ei v over Kv, a contradiction. K
Our aim now is to relate 1.1 (ii) to a finiteness condition for certain
algebras defined over Ov . Suppose V | v is a finite principal set of constant
reductions of F | K and t # F an element with the uniqueness property
for V. We set Rt=K[t]$ and Rt=Ov[t]$, with $ denoting the integral
closure in F.
Observations. (1) K[t]v/Rt v/(K[t]v)$ in Fv.
This follows directly from the definitions.
(2) Rt=Rt & Ov .
Clearly Rt=Ov[t]$K[t]$ & O$vt=Rt & Ov . For the other inclusion
suppose x # Rt & Ov . Then x is integral over both K[t] and Ovt and so if
8(X)=Xm+am&1(t) Xm&1+ } } } +a0(t)
is the minimal polynomial for x over K(t), by the definition of the Gau?
valuation, ai (t) # Ov[t] for each i. Hence x is integral over Ov[t], i.e., x # Rt .
(3) If D=(t) , the pole divisor of t, then Rt=n1 L(nD) and
Rt = n1 Lv(nD), where Lv(nD) = L(nD) & Ov and L(nD) is the
K-linear space for nD.
(4) For each v # V let Dv=(tv) # Div(Fv | Kv). Then for each n1,
Lv(nD)v/>v LFv(nDv)
We need to show that if x # Lv(nD), then xv # LFv(nDv) for each v # V.
Let x # Lv(nD) and v # V. As Lv(nD)=tnLv(n(t)0) and by 1) above
Lv(nD)v/(K[t]v)$, resp. tvnLv(n(t)0)v/tvn(K[t&1]v)$ in Fv, it follows
that
xv # (K[t]v)$ & tvn(K[t&1]v)$ in Fv.
Suppose xv=tvnyv with yv # (K[t&1]v)$. Then as supp( yv)/supp(tv)0
which is disjoint from supp(xv)/supp Dv, it follows
(xv)+nDv=n(tv)0+( yv)0&( yv)0.
Hence xv # LFv(nDv).
(5) Replacing D by a multiple if necessary, there exists a finite set
(x ) i/Lv(D)v such that for each n1, Lv(nD)v is generated over Kv by
terms in the (x ) i of degree less than or equal to n.
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This result is due to Matignon, [M], p. 201 :2). As the context we are
working in here is more general, and an adapted form of the proof is used
in a more complicated situation in the next theorem, it is instructive to
recall the proof now.
Since Rt v is integral over K[t]v$Kv[tv] it follows that it can be written
as Rt=ri=1 Kv[tv]ei . Let m0 be chosen so that ei # Lv(m0D)v for
1ir, and define
A={u # `
v
LFv(m0 Dv) : _ j0 with tv ju # Lv((m0+j) D)v= .
Since A is a finite dimensional Kv-vectorspace there exists m1>0 such that
tvm 1A/Lv((m0+m1) D)v. Setting m=m0+m1 we show that the multiple
mD satisfies the conditions on the spaces Lv(nmD)v, n1. Suppose
x # Lv(nmD)v with n1, then x can be written as
x = :
r
i=1
pi (tv) ei+tvnm&m 0y
with degtv pi < nm&m0 , y = ri=1 qi (tv) ei and pi (tv), qi (tv) # Kv[tv.]
Therefore
tvnm&m0y # Lv(nmD)v/`
v
LFv(nmDv)
and so it follows y # >v LFv(m0Dv). Hence y # A and tvm1y # Lv(mD)v.
Next we observe that tvnm&m0y =tvm(n&1)(tvm1y ) is a product of n
elements of Lv(mD)v, i.e., of degree 1. Finally we show that provided
j<nm&m0 , the same is true for tv jei . Writing j=am+r with 0r<m1 if
a=n&1 and 0r<m if a<n&1, we see that by expressing tv jei either as
(tvm)a(tvrei) in the former case, or (tvm)a(tvr)ei in the latter, these terms
are generated by at most n elements of Lv(mD)v. This completes the
proof.
Theorem 1.5. Let (F | K, V | v) with V :=Vt for non-constant t # F be
given. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) V is a proper set of constant reductions.
(ii) Rt is a finite Ov[t]-module.
Proof. (i) O (ii) We shall use proposition 1.4 together with Nakayama’s
lemma to show that a carefully constructed finite Ov[t]-module is in fact
Rt . This Ov[t]-module is constructed after examination of the structure of
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the ring Rtv=n1 Lv(nD)v, the Rt v-modules Rtv&=n1 Lv(nD)v& for
each & # V, and their relationship to Rt .
We begin by constructing an Rtv-morphism of Rtv
& into Rt v for each
representative & # V. Using the approximation theorem together with the
RiemannRoch we choose f& # Rt= L(nD) such that v( f&)=&& if & # 1v
and v( f&)=0 otherwise. Indeed, using the approximation theorem we
choose x& # F with v(x&)=&& if & # 1v and v(x&)=0 otherwise. Let C be
the contribution to the pole divisor of x& which is disjoint from the support
of D. Using the RiemannRoch for large r # N we can pick y # K(t) with
( y)+rD&C0. Next we choose c # K so that vt( yc)=0. Then f&=
x&( yc) has the required properties. For convenience we set f&=1 for the
representative &=0.
Next we choose l large enough so that f& # L(lD) for each & # V. Fixing
a representative &, note that for each f # L(nD) with v( f )&,
we have f& f # L((n+l ) D) and v( f& f )0. Thus setting L(nD)&=
[ f # L(nD) : v( f )&] we obtain embeddings
L(nD)& /w
f &
Lv((n+l ) D) and L(nD) v& /w
i&
Lv((n+l )D)v,
the second being induced by the first. Consequently, setting R&t =[ f # Rt :
v( f )&] and noting that Rt=n1 Lv((n+l ) D) we obtain the commutative
diagram
R&t ww
f &
Rt
Rt v
& ww
@ &
Rt v
where the horizontal arrows are injections.
Since Rt v is integral over K[t]v$Kv[tv] in Fv it follows that it is
noetherian and can be written as Rt v=ri=1 Kv[tv]ei . For each represen-
tative &, the module @&(Rtv&) is an Rtv-ideal and consequently can be written
as @&(Rtv&)=r &i=1 Kv[tv]e&i . Note that for &=0, @&(Rt v
&)=Rt v.
Now we show how the representations for @&(Rt v&) above can be used to
show that Rt is a finitely generated Ov[t]-algebra. To simplify the discussion
we introduce some notation: For each nl let
A&(n) :=@&(L((n&l ) D)v&)/Lv(nD)v/`
v
LFv(nDv),
and observe that if n$n, then A&(n)A&(n$). Directly from the definition
it follows that the sets A&(n) are Kv-vectorspaces and for j0 the inclusion
t jL(nD)&/L((n+j) D)& induces an inclusion tv jA&(n)A&(n+j).
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Let m0>l be chosen so that for each representative & the elements
e&i # @&(L((m0&l ) D)v&)=A&(m0). Next we define
A&={u # `
v
LFv(m0Dv) : _ j0 with tv ju # A&(m0+j )= .
Observe that A& is a finite dimensional Kv-vectorspace and as tv jA&(n)/
A&(n+j) in general, it follows there exists m& such that tvm&A&/A&(m0+m&).
Let m1=max&m& and m=m0+m1 , then for each representative &,
tvm 1A& / A&(m). Suppose (x &j) j is a basis for the finite dimensional
Kv-vectorspace A&(m), and let (x&j) j be liftings in L((m&l ) D)& via the
commutative diagram above.
Our aim is to show that each x # Rt can be generated over Ov[t] by the
elements (x&j)&j .
Suppose x # A&(nm)=@&(L((nm&l ) D)v&)/r&i=1 Kv[tv]e&i with n1.
Then x can be written as
x = :
r&
i=1
pi (tv) e&i + tvnm&m0y
with degtv pi<nm&m0 , y =r&i=1 qi (tv)e&i and pi (tv), qi (tv) # Kv[tv]. We
will show there is a lifting of x in L((nm&l ) D)& generated over Ov[t] by
the (x&j) j . This will be done by finding suitable liftings of the pi (tv)e&i and
tvnm&m0y .
The term tvnm&m0y : As x and r&i=1 pi (tv)e&i are in A&(nm) so is tv
nm&m0y .
Now A&(nm)/Lv(nmD)v/>v LFv(nmDv), so it follows y # >v LFv(m0Dv).
Hence y # A& and tvm1y # A&(m). Therefore we have a writing tvm1y =
j a j x &j , a j # Kv. Let j aj x&j , aj # Ov , be a lifting in L((m&l ) D)&. Then
tm(n&1) j ajx&j # L((nm&l ) D)& is a desired lifting of tvnm&m 0y .
Similarly we show that provided k<nm&m0 , the same is true for the
terms tvke&i : Write k=am+r with 0r<m1 if a=n&1 and 0r<m if
a<n&1. By expressing tvre&i=j b jx &j # A&(m), b j # Kv, in the former
case and e&i=j c jx &j # A&(m) in the latter with b j , c j # Kv, it follows that
either tam j bjx&j or tamtr j cjx&j , bi , cj # Ov , are liftings of tvke&i in
L((nm&l ) D)&.
Hence for each x # A&(nm) we obtain a lifting in L((nm&l ) D)&
generated over Ov[t] by the (x&j) j .
Set O=Ov[t, (x&j)&j] and for each n1 let On=Lv((nm&l ) D) & O.
Then by the discussion above Onv&=L((nm&l ) D)v& and so it follows
On v=Lv((nm&l ) D) v.
We show that O=Rt . By proposition 1.4, Lv((nm&l ) D) is a finite
Ov-module and so Lv((nm&l ) D)On is a finite Ov -module. Further
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Lv((nm&l ) D) v=Onv so by Nakayama’s lemma On=Lv((nm&l ) D).
Finally as O=nOn we have Rt=O and so is a finitely generated
Ov[t]-algebra. As Rt is integral over Ov[t] it follows that it is even a finite
Ov[t]-module.
(ii) O (i) Assuming Rt is a finite Ov[t]-module, by localizing at the prime
ideal Pt=Mvt & Ov[t] it follows that Ov $Rt Ov[t] Ovt is finite over Ov t .
Hence the implication follows from the earlier remarks.
2. Ov-Curves Associated to Sets of Constant Reductions
In this section we define and study Ov -curves which are naturally
associated to finite sets of constant reductions. Such curves have been
studied in [G-M-P3] when the valued field (K, v) is algebraically closed. In
that situation the valued field is stable, meaning that for the constant
reductions there is no defect and no ramification. For the Ov -curves these
conditions imply that they are of finite type and have reduced special fibres.
In this section we consider the more general case where (K, v) is not
algebraically closed. We show that each set of constant reductions prolonging
v and possessing an element with the uniqueness property, determines a
unique Ov -curve which is the normal closure of P1Ov relative to a certain
extension of function fields. These curves satisfy a contraction property for
components of the closed fibre and occur naturally over valued fields which
satisfy the Local Skolem Property.
Let F | K be a function field in one variable with K the exact field of
constants. Let V be a finite principal set of constant reductions of F
prolonging v and suppose f # F is an element with the uniqueness property
for V.
We now define the Ov -curve associated to f :
Definition. We define the Ov-curve associated to f to be the Ov-scheme
Cf=Spec Rf _ Spec Rf &1
obtained by glueing the affine Ov-schemes Spec Rf and Spec Rf &1 along
Spec Ov[ f, f &1]$. Note that Rf [ f &1]=Ov[ f, f &1]$=Rf&1[ f ].
Theorem 2.1. The Ov -curve Cf is a flat, normal, integral, separated
Ov-scheme of pure relative dimension 1. If D=( f ) , the pole divisor of f,
and S=n0 Lv(nD), then
Cf $Proj S.
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Special fibres: Let P be any point of Spec Ov and vP , respectively VP
with seminorm vP , be the corresponding coarsening of the valuation v,
respectively the coarsenings of the constant reductions V. Set OP =(Ov) P and
let KvP denote the residue field at P. Then f # F is a VP element with uniqueness
property and if Xf is the OP -curve associated to VP and f then
Xf $Cf_O v OP .
In particular Cf and Xf have generic fibres which are K-isomorphic to the
normal, integral, projective curve C associated to F. For each P # Spec Ov the
special fibre CfP of Cf at P is connected and Ov -isomorphic to the closed fibre
XfP of Xf .
Proof. We first show that Cf $Proj S. Let t0=1 # Lv(D) resp.
t1= f # Lv(D), and S (t0) resp. S (t1) denote the elements of degree 0 in S
localized at t0 resp. t1 . Then S (t0) $ Lv(nD)=Rf , and as f
&mLv(mD)=
Lv(m( f )0) we have S (t1) $ Lv(m( f )0)=Rf&1 . Therefore D+(t0)$
Spec Rf and D+(t1)$Spec Rf&1 , where D+ denotes taking the
distinguished set in Proj S. Hence Cf $D+(t0) _ D+(t1).
We claim that Proj S=D+(t0) _ D+(t1).
Let g # Lv(nD) and suppose
P(X)=Xm+a1( f ) Xm&1+ } } } +am( f ) # Ov[ f ][X]
is the minimal polynomial for g over K( f ). Suppose D=rj=1 ejPj and let
vD and vPj , 1 jr, be the normalised discrete valuations corresponding
to D=( f ) on K( f ) and the Pj on F. Then by general valuation theory
(see [Fr-vdP], p. 70.) it follows that
min
i
vD(ai ( f ))i=min
j
vPj (g)ej . (V)
Since D=( f ) it follows vD(ai ( f ))=&degf (ai ( f )). As g # L(nD) we have
(g)=j mjPj , with mjnej . Therefore vPj (g)=&mj and substituting in
(V) above we obtain
max
i
degf (ai ( f ))i=max
j
mj ejn.
Hence for each i, degf (ai ( f ))ni and from the polynomial above we
obtain
gm+Ai (t0 , t1) gm&1+ } } } +Am(t0 , t1)=0
where Ai (t0 , t1)=tni0 ai (t1 t0). Therefore g
m # (t0)+(t1) and finally it
follows Proj S=D+(t0) _ D+(t1).
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Clearly Cf is flat, integral and separated. Further, Cf is the normal closure
of P1Ov relative to the field extension F | K( f ) as Rf=Ov[ f ]$ and
Rf&1=Ov[ f &1]$.
Fibres. Suppose P # SpecOv with local ring OP , which corresponds to
the coarsening vP of v. Since deg f =v $v evdeg fv and the ramification
indices and defect are multiplicative by coarsening it follows by general
valuation theory that deg f =vP # VP $vP evP deg fvP , and so f is a VP
element with uniqueness property. Now as Ov } OP =Ov P we have Rf Ov
OP =(K[ f ]$ & Ov)Ov OP $K[ f ]$ & OvP and Rf&1 Ov OP $K[ f
&1]$ & Ov P .
Hence Xf $Cf_OvOP and XfP $CfP as asserted.
It remains to show that the special fibres are connected. By what we
have said above it suffices to show that the closed fibre CfMv of Cf is
connected. In [G] this is proved when K is algebraically closed, i.e., in the
geometric case, where questions concerning the singularities of the fibres of
Ov-curves are studied. By exhibiting a surjective morphism from the closed
fibre of an appropriate curve in that case to the closed fibre CfMv we
conclude connectedness below.
Let K be an algebraic closure of K equipped with a prolongation v~
of v. Let V be the full set of prolongations of v~ f on K ( f ) to FK and observe
that V |F=V. Denote by v~ the inf norm on FK determined by V , set
R f=Ov~ [ f ]$, R f&1=Ov~ [ f &1]$ and define
C f=Spec R f _ Spec R f&1
glued along Spec Ov~ [ f, f &1]$. By [G] the closed fibre C fMv~ is connected.
We show there is a surjective Kv-morphism from C fMv~ to CfMv . Directly
from the definitions we have
C fMv~ $Spec R fv~ _ Spec R f&1 v~ , (CfMv)red $Spec Rfv _ Spec Rf&1 v
glued along Spec(Ov~ [ f, f &1]$)v~ , respectively Spec(Ov[ f, f &1]$)v. Note
that (Ov~ [ f, f &1]$)v~ =R f v~ [ fv~ &1]=R f&1 v~ [ fv~ ], and (Ov[ f, f &1 ]$)v=
Rf v[ fv&1]=Rf&1v[ fv].
Since V |F=V there is an embedding Fv/FK v~ which induces the
commutative diagram of embeddings:
Rf v ww R f v~
Kv[ fv] wwK v~ [ fv~ ]
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Now R fv~ | K v~ [ fv~ ] and K v~ [ fv~ ] | Kv[ fv] are integral ring extensions,
so it follows that R f v~ | Rfv is integral. Likewise R f&1 v~ | Rf&1 v and
R f v~ [ f v~ &1] | Rf v[ fv&1] are integral. From this it follows (see for example
[Ku], Chap. II, Sec. 2) there is a surjective Kv-morphism C fMv~  (CfMv)red .
As the morphism (CfMv)red  CfMv is a homeomorphism of the underlying
topological spaces this completes the proof of the theorem. K
Observation 2.2. (i) Let Cf be the Ov -curve associated to f # F and
L an algebraic extension of K with valuation w prolonging v. Suppose Xf
is the Ow-curve associated to f # FL. Then, if either Cf is generically
geometrically integral, or L | K is separable we have
Xf $(Cf_Ov Ow)$
where $ denotes taking the normalisation.
(ii) If f # F is a V-regular function, then for each P # Spec Ov , the
fibre CP is reduced, and /(CP)=/(F | K). The first assertion follows as the
rings Rf vP and Rf&1 vP are reduced. For the second assertion, we note that
because there is no ramification or defect n0 Lv(nD) is a free graded
Ov-algebra generated by elements of degree 1, and for each n, Lv(nD)
possesses a valuation basis. Therefore the fibres all have the same Hilbert
polynomial and so the same Euler characteristic, /(F | K).
Proposition 2.3. Let V | v be a set of constant reductions of F | K. Then
the following are equivalent.
(i) V is principal.
(ii) There exists an embedding of function fields }(P1Ov)/F, such that
the normalisation / of P1Ov , relative to this field extension is an Ov -curve
whose local rings corresponding to the generic points of the irreducible
components of its closed fibre, determine the constants reductions in V.
Proof. (i) O (ii) This follows directly from 2.1 above.
(ii) O (i) It follows via the embedding }(P1Ov)=K( f )/F, that
P1Ov $Spec Ov[ f ] _ Spec Ov[ f
&1]
glued along Spec Ov[ f, f &1], for some f # F whose specialisation to
}(P1Ov Mv) is transcendental over Kv. We have X$Spec Ov[ f ]$ _
Spec Ov[ f &1]$ with the condition on X implying that f is an element with
the uniqueness property for V.
In theorem 2.1 we have shown that if f is an element with uniqueness
property for V and D=( f ) , then Cf $Proj n0 Lv(nD). Thus the
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Ov-curve is uniquely determined by the constant reductions V and the
divisor D. If g is any other element with the uniqueness property for V,
whose zeropole divisor has the same support as D then we see Cf $Cg .
The following theorem asserts that this holds generally.
Theorem 2.4. Let V | v be a finite principal set of constant reductions of
F | K and f, g elements with the uniqueness property for V. Then Cf $Cg over
Spec Ov .
Proof. We first show that without loss of generality we can assume that
f and g, as well as fv and gv for v # V, have disjoint divisor support. Let
: # O_v be chosen such that the functions g+: and (g+:)v, v # V, have
zeros disjoint from the support of the functions f, and fv for v # V. If Kv is
finite then this can be achieved by taking a polynomial in g over O_v . Note
that g+: is an element with the uniqueness property for V and as
(g)=(g+:) , we have Cg $Cg+: .
Next we adjust (g+:)&1 as above and obtain h, say, whose zeros and
those of hv, v # V, have nothing in common with the support of f and
fv, v # V. Note that Cg+:=C(g+:)&1 $Ch . Replacing g by h it follows that
f and g aswell as fv and gv, v # V, have disjoint poles and zeros.
We set z= fg and observe that it is a V element with the uniqueness
property as
deg z=deg f +deg g=:
v
ev$v deg fv+:
v
ev$v deg gv=:
v
ev $v deg zv.
The theorem will be proved by showing that Cz $Cf and likewise
Cz $Cg . First observe that the canonical inclusions
Rz $Rf , Rz&1 $Rf&1 , Rz[z&1]$Rf [ f &1]
induce a surjective Ov -morphism . : Cz  Cf .
Indeed, because f and z are elements with the uniqueness property for V,
the minimal primes containing Mv in the respective rings Rf and Rz etc.,
induce the full set of constant reductions V of F. After base change,
considering the special fibres of Cz and Cf over P # Spec Ov , we note that in
each case
.P : CzP  CfP
is a proper morphism between curves over the field KvP . This morphism
is surjective as the generic points of the irreducible components of the
first fibre are mapped bijectively onto those of the second. Via the
homeomorphic embeddings into Cz and Cf we deduce that . is surjective.
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We shall show that Cz and Cf have the same structure sheaf and that .
is the identity morphism. This will be done by making a base change of
large enough degree so that the schemes obtained are of finite type and
Zariski’s Main theorem can be applied.
Concretely: Let L | K be a finite extension of large enough degree such
that for each prolongation w of v to L, both z and f are regular functions
for W, the full set of prolongations of V to FL such that W|L=[w]. In
particular for each w # W, $w=ew=1, so the set W is a proper set of
constant reductions of FL prolonging w.
We next let C$z resp. C$f , be the normalisation of Cz resp. Cf , relative to
the extension FL | F. These curves can be described as follows: We set
Ow=w | vOw and observe that taking the integral closures in FL,
R$z=Ow[z]$, R$f=Ow[ f ]$, and similarly for R$z&1 and R$f&1 . We have
C$z=Spec R$z _ Spec R$z&1 ,
glued along Spec Ow[z, z&1]$, and similarly for C$f . Note that by definition
the structure sheaf of Cz , resp: Cf , is the restriction of the structure sheaf
of C$z , resp. C$f , to F. The inclusions R$z $R$f and R$z&1$R$f&1 induce a
surjective Ow -morphism .$ : C$z  C$f , and we have a commutative diagram
C$z ww
.$
C$f
Cz ww
.
Cf
We now show that C$z and C$f have the same structure sheaf and that .$
is the identity morphism. In view of the discussion above this will complete
the proof of the theorem. Observe that:
v C$z , resp. C$f , is of finite type over Spec Ow . For each w # W,
$w=ew=1 and we can argue as in 1.5. Actually here the proof is simpler
as there is no ramification. However, in the proof of 1.4 which is used
towards the end of 1.5, the appropriate change using the Chinese Remainder
Theorem has to be made as Ow is semi-local.
v The morphism .$ is proper: it is separated as C$z , resp. C$f , are over
Spec Ow by definition, of finite type by what we have just observed above
and universally closed as C$z , and C$f can be described as Proj’s as was done
in 2.1;
v The morphism .$ is quasi finite as z and f induce the same set of
constant reductions W.
Using these facts it follows by Zariski’s Main Theorem, EGA IV, 8.12.10,
that .$ is an isomorphism. Finally as the maps between the rings of the
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structure sheaves of C$z and C$f are simply inclusions in FL we conclude
that .$ is the identity. K
Notation. The theorem above shows that the Ov -curves we are studying
only depend on the principal set of constant reductions V of F, and not on
the element with the uniqueness property used for their definition. We shall
use the notation CV unless it is important to emphasize the particular affine
covering given by an element with uniqueness property for V.
Corollary 2.5. Let V | v be a finite principal set of constant reductions
of F | K and , an automorphism of F. Then CV $CV, where V,=[v, : v # V].
Proof. Let f be an element with uniqueness property for V and Rf , Rf&1
affine rings covering CV . Then ,( f ) is a V, element with the uniqueness
property and ,Rf=Ov ,[,( f )]$=R,( f ) , resp. ,Rf&1=Ov ,[,( f )&1]$=
R,( f )&1 . The rings on the right of these identities are the affine rings for the
covering of CV , . Hence we obtain the desired isomorphism.
Contraction Lemma 2.6. Let V1V be finite principal sets of constant
reductions of F | K prolonging v. Then there is a surjective Ov -morphism
CV  CV1 .
Proof. As in [G-M-P2], 3.4, we can find a V1 element with the unique-
ness property u1 , with v(u1)>0 for all v # V"V1 . Further, as done in the
proof of 2.4 above, we can find an element with the uniqueness property for
V, say u, such that u1+1 and u have disjoint divisor support and the same
holds for (u1+1)v and uv for all v # V. It follows that t1=1(u1+1) and
t=1u are elements with the uniqueness property for V1 , respectively V
and that t and t1 as well as tv and t1v, for v # V, have disjoint divisor
support. Further t1v=1 for v # V"V1 .
We deduce that z=t . t1 is a V element with the uniqueness property and
show there is a surjective Ov-morphism Cz  Ct1 . In view of 2.4 this will
complete the proof of the contraction lemma. For the affine rings we have
Rt 1=Ov[t1]$/Ov[z]$=Rz ,
and
Rt 1&1=Ov[t
&1
1 ]$/Ov[z
&1]$=Rz&1 .
Indeed, as supp(t1)/supp(z) and t1v=1 for v # V"V1 it follows that
t1 # n0 Lv(n(z))=Rz , proving the first inclusion. The second inclusion
is proved similarly and together they induce the morphism stated
above. K
The following theorem gives criteria for the morphism Cf  Spec Ov to be
of finite type.
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Theorem 2.7. Let V | v be a finite principal set of constant reductions of
F | K and f an element with the uniqueness property. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) V is a proper set of constant reductions;
(ii) The morphism CV  Spec Ov is of finite type.
(iii) The morphism CV $Cf  P1Ov is finite.
Proof. By definition the morphism Cf  Spec Ov is of finite type iff Rf
(resp. Rf&1) is finitely generated over Ov and so finite over Ov[ f ] (resp
O[ f &1]) by integrality. However by Theorem 1.5 this is the case iff V is a
proper set of constant reductions of F | K. K
3. A Characterization of Curves over Valuation Rings
In this section we shall study proper, normal, integral curves defined
over a valuation ring Ov , and more generally over a Pru fer scheme, relating
them to the curves associated with sets of constant reductions in section 2.
The central result, asserts that if (K, v) satisfies the Local Skolem Property
and X is a proper, normal, integral Ov -curve, then there is a finite
morphism X  P1Ov and X is the normalization of P
1
Ov
in the function field
}(X). Further up to isomorphism X is uniquely determined by the points
corresponding to the generic points of the irreducible components of the
closed fibre. Finally we show that the latter result is true for proper,
normal, integral curves defined over a Pru fer scheme, in absence of the
Local Skolem Property.
We begin by introducing the notions concerning the Local Skolem
Property. Let (K, v) be a valued field and K a fixed algebraic closure
endowed with a fixed prolongation v~ of v. Further, let (Kh, vh) be the
henselisation of (K, v) which prolongs to (K , v~ ).
Definition. Let F | K be a function field of 1 variable with exact
constant field K. The extension F | K is said to be geometric henselian at
v if each finite set of constant reductions V prolonging v is principal.
The following observations give the perspective of the geometric
henselian property we shall need. The proofs can be found in [G-M-P4].
(1) If (K, v) is geometric henselian then it is dense in (Kh, vh).
(2) The geometric henselian property for extensions characterizes
those valued fields such that each geometrically integral curve defined over
them satisfies the Local Skolem Property for the existence of integral
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points. For systems of algebraic diophantine equations defining a geometri-
cally integral variety this property asserts that if there is a solution in Ov~ ,
then there is a solution in O v . The class of valued fields (K, v) satisfying this
property for any such algebraic diophantine system are said to satisfy the
Local Skolem Property at v. One has the following characterization:
Characterization. The valued field (K, v) satisfies the Local Skolem
Property at v iff each function field F | K is geometric henselian at v.
(3) In the characterization above it is sufficient to require that each
separably generated (i.e. regular) function field is geometric henselian at v.
Indeed if F | K is a function field and V a finite set of constant reductions
prolonging v, let t # F be residually transcendental for each v # V and E be
the separable closure of K(t) in F. Suppose f # E is an element with the
uniqueness property for V|E . Then f is also an element with the uniqueness
property for V.
(4) If (K, v) is a henselian field, or has value group vK of rational
rank 1 and residue field Kv algebraic over a finite field, then it satisfies the
Local Skolem Property at v. In particular the global fields equipped with
non-archimedean valuations have this property.
Returning to curves defined over valuation rings:
Terminology. Let X be an Ov -curve, M be the maximal ideal of Ov and
}(M)=Kv the residue field. Then the morphism XM :=X_Ov }(M)/X
is a closed immersion and there is a unique set of points in X, [’i], which
correspond to the generic points of the irreducible components of the
closed fibre XM . We shall call [’i] the embedded generic set at M. Note
that if X is of finite type, then so is XM  Kv. Hence XM is noetherian and
it follows the set [’i] is finite.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a normal, integral Ov-curve and [’i] be the embedded
generic set at M. Then the local rings OX , ’i are valuation rings dominating
Ov , and the corresponding set of valuations V=[vi] is a set of constant
reductions of F | K where F=}(X).
Proof. Given ’i choose t # OX , ’i so that its image in }(’i) is transcendental
over Kv. Next we set R=Ov[t]$OX , ’i , Q=’i & R and Q0=Q & Ov[t].
Then RQ OX , ’i and M=Q0 & Ov . By definition Ov[t]Q0 is the valuation
ring of vt . As RQ is the localisation of the integral closure of a valuation
ring, it is also a valuation ring. Now RQ OX , ’i and both rings have the
same quotient field, so OX , ’i is a valuation ring. Its valuation v i is a
constant reduction of F | K as t is residually transcendental at vi , and the
restriction to K is v as ’i lies over M. K
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The next proposition relates the geometric notion of properness for
curves defined over Ov to proper sets of constant reductions when the
extension of function fields is geometric henselian.
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a proper, normal, integral Ov -curve and
suppose }(X) | K is geometric henselian at v. Let [’i] be the embedded
generic set at M. Then the set of valuations V=[vi] determined by the local
rings OX , ’i is a proper set of constant reductions of F=}(X) | K, i.e. each
constant reduction vi | v is defectless with =vi | v=evi | v .
Proof. By 3.1 it follows that the local rings OX , ’i determine distinct
constant reductions vi | v of F.
We show that each vi | v is defectless and =vi | v=evi | v . This will be done
by showing that if t is an element with the uniqueness property for v=vi
(suppressing indices to simplify the notations) then Ov |Ovt is finite.
Since X is of finite type over Ov there exists an affine open containing
’ (=’i) so that its ring, say A, is finitely generated as an algebra over Ov .
Using the geometric henselian property for F | K let t be an element with
the uniqueness property for v. Then
A/A[t]/Ov ,
and localizing at the ideal of ’ in A we obtain
A’=A[t]’=Ov .
Hence A[t] has a unique prime ideal lying over the ideal of ’ in A, namely
Q=Mv & A[t]. Further A[t] localized at Q is Ov .
By hypothesis
Ov[t]/
f.g.
A[t]/Ov
and localizing at Pt=Mvt & Ov[t] we obtain
Ovt /
f.g.
A[t]P tOv .
As Ov |Ovt is integral, so is Ov |A[t]Pt and A[t]Pt is local with unique maxi-
mal ideal P=Mv & A[t]P t . Now P & A[t]=Mv & A[t]=Q. We deduce
A[t]Pt=A[t]Q =Ov . Hence Ov |Ovt is finitely generated and integral and so
finite. K
The next theorem is the main result of the paper, where a characterization
of proper, normal, integral Ov-curves is given when the extension of function
fields is geometric henselian, and so in particular when (K, v) satisfies the
Local Skolem Property. The proof outline, constructing a morphism and
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then applying Zariski’s Main Theorem, is analogous to that of [G-M-P3],
Theorem 2.1, with the arguments being elaborated substantially so as to
include the more general case of a non-algebraically closed ground field. In
particular this proof contains the ‘arithmetic case’, i.e., curves defined over
a valuation ring having a global field as quotient.
Theorem 3.3. Let (K, v) be a valued field with valuation ring Ov . Let X
be any proper, normal, integral Ov -curve with K relatively algebraically
closed in F :=}(X) and suppose F | K is geometric henselian at v. Then X is
isomorphic over Spec Ov to the Ov-curve CV , where V is the finite set of con-
stant reductions of F prolonging v and determined by the embedded generic
set of X at v.
Proof. We first remark that as F | K is geometric henselian at v the set
of constant reductions V possesses an element with the uniqueness property
and the curve CV is well defined. To simplify notation we shall write C in
place of CV .
Construction of the Ov-morphism, , : X  C. We show that for each
closed point x # X there is an affine open of it Ux/X and a morphism
Ux  C. Further if ’ # X is the generic point then any two such morphisms
Ux  C, and Uy  C determine the same morphism from Spec OX , ’  C
as they come from canonical inclusions in F. Hence by EGA I, 8.1.11, they
all determine the same rational map , : X  C. Since this map is defined
at all closed points, by EGA I, 6.6.1 (ii), it is defined on an open
neighbourhood of them. On the other hand, as X is quasi-compact any
open set containing all the closed points of X, is X itself.
Let x # X be a closed point. Note that as X  Spec Ov is proper, OX , x
dominates Ov and the structure sheaf OX of X is defined by subrings of F
with canonical inclusions as structural morphisms. We show that OX , x
contains a non-constant function h with V/Vh . For this we first show that
for given v # V there exists a function z in OX , x which is residually trans-
cendental at v. Note that the ideal Mx of x is not contained in the valuation
ideal Mv of v. Indeed, if Mx/Mv , then letting Ov denote the valuation ring
of v, we have the following inclusions of local rings: Ov+MxOv+Mv/
Ov . Since x # X is a closed point the residue field }(x) is finite over Kv and
so OX , x is integral over Ov+Mx . It follows OX , x/Ov . Hence, Ov dominates
OX , x which leads to a contradiction, as X is separated over Ov .
Let t # Mx"Mv and note that by taking a suitable power and then
multiplying by some constant from Ov , we can suppose that v(t)=0.
For the moment we suppose that (K, v) is henselian, removing this
assumption at the end. We now show there exists a v-residually trans-
cendental element z # Mx . First we observe there exists an irreducible
polynomial p(t)=an tn+ } } } +a1 t+a0 , c # K and m # N such that q(t)=
cp(t)m is v-residually transcendental. Now as (K, v) is henselian either only
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v(an)=min v(ai)= : : say, or only v(a0)=:, or v(an)=v(a0)=:. Hence the
same condition holds for the coefficients of q(t)=brtr+ } } } +b1 t+b0 ,
with ;=min v(bi) say.
If ;0, then z=t # Mx is v-residually transcendental.
Suppose ;<0. If only v(br)=;, then as v(q(t))=0 and v(t)=0 it follows
that ;=0, a contradiction.
Therefore we may assume that v(b0)=;. Setting
z=
1
q(t)
=
b&10
b&10 brt
r+ } } } +b&10 b1 t+1
,
as v(b&10 )>0, it follows b
&1
0 br t
r+ } } } +b&10 b1t+1 # O
_
X, x and so z # Mx .
Suppose that for some v${v, v$(z)=0 and z is not v$-residually
transcendental. Then as above for some q(z)=cszs+ } } } +c1z+c0 , q(z) is
v$-residually transcendental. Moreover as z is not v$-residually transcendental,
min v(ci)<0 and v(c0)=min v(ci). Replacing z by z =zlc&10 (csz
s+ } } } +
c1z+c0), for large l, we observe that:
v z # Mx and is v residually transcendental;
v v$(z )>0;
v \v" # V if v"(z)>0 then v"(z )>0;
v \v" # V if v"(z)<0 then v"(z )<0.
We repeat this procedure and so find v residually transcendental
zv # Mx/OX , x such that for each v$ # V for which zv is not v$ residually
transcendental either v$(zv)>0 or v$(zv)<0. Let tv=zv (zv+1), then
v tv # Mx/OX , x and is v residually transcendental;
v v$(tv)0 for all v$ # V.
The function h we are looking for can be chosen to be h= tnvv , the sum
of some (properly chosen) powers of the functions tv .
In general when (K, v) is not henselian we consider the extension
(Kh(t) | Kh, vh | vh)
where (Kh, vh) is a henselisation and vh is a prolongation of vh to Kh(t)
such that vh|K(t)=v|K(t) . Note that for any polynomial r(t)=amtm+ } } } +
a0 # Kh[t], as (K, v) is dense in its henselisation (K h, vh) we can find +i # K
with vh(ai&+i)r0. Then for s(t)=+mtm+ } } } ++0 , we have
vh(r(t)&s(t))=vh \: (ai&+i) ti+min(vh(ai&+i)+vh(ti)+r0.
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It follows that for the residues r(t)vh=s(t)vh=s(t)v, and after suitable
approximation the arguments above used to find h can be applied as
before.
Let Ux=Spec A/X be an affine open containing x, with the ring A
normal in F and containing h. Then Ov[h]$A, the integral closure being
taken in F, hence we have an Ov -morphism
Ux w
 Spec Ov[h]$/Ch .
Next we observe that V/Vh , so letting $ be the contraction morphism
from Ch to C obtained using 2.6, $ is a representative for , and is defined
at x. Therefore, , is defined on X, hence it is a morphism from X to C.
Claim: The morphism , is quasi-finite. Let P # Spec Ov be given and
denote by
,P : XP  CP
the fibre of , at P. To prove the claim it suffices to show that ,P is quasi-
finite for each P # Spec Ov .
First, by the hypothesis on X and the construction of C, ,P is a proper
morphism of schemes of pure dimension 1 over the residue field KvP of P.
Secondly, by the construction of C the local ring of any ’i # V is the
valuation ring of a constant reduction of F dominating Ov and , maps V
bijectively on the family of constant reductions defining C and identifies
the local ring of ’i and that of ,(’i). In particular, the closed fibre
,Mv : XMv  CMv of ,, maps the set VMv of generic points of the irreducible
components of XMv bijectively onto the corresponding set of points of CMv .
Furthermore, if ! and ,Mv(!) are such points then ,Mv defines a
Kv-isomorphism of their local rings (which modulo nilpotence are function
fields of one variable over Kv). This obviously also holds after the base
change Spec OP  Spec Ov and hence, ,P also has the properties:
v ,P maps the set of generic points of the irreducible components of
XP bijectively onto the corresponding set of points of CP .
v If ! and ,P(!) are such points then ,P defines a KvP -isomorphism
of their local rings (which modulo nilpotence are function fields of one
variable over KvP).
From these observations one deduces that ,P is finite, hence the fibres of
, are finite. Since , is of finite type, EGA I, 6.3.4, by Zariski’s Main
Theorem EGA IV, 8.12.10, it follows that , is an open immersion. Hence,
as , is proper, it is an isomorphism. K
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Corollary 3.4. In the situation of Theorem 3.3, if K is algebraically
closed there exist finite Ov -morphisms X  P1Ov of degree 5*(V)&4/(X),
where /(X) is the Euler characteristic of the generic fibre X :=X’ .
Proof. This follows directly from the theorem above and Remark 3
following Definition 1.1.
Remarks. (1) The proof of 3.3 shows that if the condition that X is
of finite type, is replaced by X is quasi-compact and its special fibres are
of finite type, and all other conditions remain, then for some finite set of
constant reductions V of F prolonging v there is a surjective Ov-morphism
X  CV , which induces a finite morphism on the special fibres. However if
this morphism is not of finite type we cannot apply Zariski’s Main
Theorem to conclude X  CV itself is an isomorphism.
(2) Let (K, v) be a valued field satisfying the Local Skolem Property.
Theorem 3.3 implies that for any proper, normal, integral Ov -curve X, with
K relatively algebraically closed in }(X), there exists a finite Ov-morphism
X  P1Ov , and hence X is projective. By Lemma 2.6, given any set of
irreducible components of the fibre of X over the closed point, there exists
a contraction X  Y of precisely these components, where Y is a projective,
normal, integral curve over Ov . Further, by Theorem 2.1 we observe that
the special fibres of these curves are connected. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1 from the introduction.
(3) Using the results above the proof of the birational correspondence
over a valued field satisfying the Local Skolem Property is straightforward:
Recall that X is the category whose objects are proper, normal, integral
Ov-curves X, with K algebraically closed in }(X), and whose morphisms
are proper, surjective Ov -morphisms. F is the category whose objects are
pairs (F, V) where F is a function field of one variable with constant field
K and V is a finite set of proper constant reductions prolonging v.
A morphism between pairs (F, V)  (E, W) is defined to be an embedding
of fields such that via it W contains the full set of prolongations of V to E.
The functorial equivalence between the objects of X and F is given via the Ov-
isomorphisms X$CV . To see that there is a contravariant functorial equi-
valence between the morphisms we note the following: Let Y  X be a proper
sujective morphism of curves from X and suppose X$ denotes the normali-
zation of X in }(Y). Then applying properness to the valuation rings corre-
sponding to the embedded generic sets it follows the morphism factors as
Y ww X$
X
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where the horizontal arrow is a contraction. The corresponding picture in
F is the diagram
(}(Y), W) ww (}(Y), V$)
(}(X), V)
where V, resp. W, corresponds to the embedded generic set of X, resp. Y,
and V$ is the full set of prolongations to }(Y). Using these observations we
conclude that there is an anti-equivalence between the categories X and F.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2 from the introduction.
Over a valuation ring Ov which doesn’t satisfy the Local Skolem
Property, for example over C(t) equipped with the t-adic valuation, there
exist projective, normal, integral Ov-curves for which certain components of
the special fibre are non-contractible. For the constant reductions corre-
sponding to these components one deduces that it is not possible to find an
associated Ov -curve model. Examples of this type were first constructed by
Raynaud, see [B-L-R], p. 167, section 6.7.
As an application of the results above we show that proper, normal,
integral curves defined over a Pru fer scheme, whose associated valuations
need not satisfy the Local Skolem Property, are still uniquely determined
by their embedded generic sets.
Proposition 3.5 [Folklore]. Let X be a normal, integral, separated
scheme and E a galois field extension of }(X) with galois group
G=Gal(E | }(X)). Let X$ be the normalization of X in E. Then the group
G, acts on X$ canonically and the quotient scheme X$G is isomorphic to X.
Proof. Let (Ui) i # I , Ui=Spec Ai with Ai/}(X), be an affine cover of
X. Using the separatedness property we may assume that the structure
sheaf of X is defined by subrings of }(X) with canonical inclusions as
structural morphisms. Then (U$i) i # I , U$i=Spec A$i , with A$i the integral
closure of Ai in E, is an affine cover of X$. We have G=Gal(}(X$) | }(X))
and for each i and g # G, g(A$i)=A$i so G acts on the normalisation X$.
Furthermore, the affine schemes U$i G=Spec A$Gi , i # I, form an affine
cover for X$G. On the other hand as }(X$) | }(X) is galois A$Gi =Ai , and
consequently we have X$G$X. K
We shall use the following terminology in the characterization theorem
below. A scheme S will be called a Pru fer scheme if it is normal, integral,
separated and the local ring at each closed point is a valuation ring. Note
that if R is a Pru fer ring then Spec R is a Pru fer scheme. If L is an algebraic
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extension of }(S) and S$ the normalisation of S in L, then S$ is a Pru fer
scheme.
Theorem 3.6. Let S be a Pru fer scheme and X  S a proper, normal,
integral S-curve with }(S) relatively algebraically closed in }(X). For each
separable algebraic extension L | K suppose that the normalization of X in
FL is of finite type over the normalization of S in L. Then X is uniquely
determined by the points in the embedded generic sets at each closed point
M # S. The special fibres of X are connected.
Before proving this theorem we qualify what is meant above when we
say X is uniquely determined by its embedded generic sets. Let Y  S be
a proper, normal, integral S-curve which is S-birational to X, and suppose
that the local rings determined by the embedded generic sets at each of the
closed points M # S are isomorphic via the isomorphism of the function
fields of X and Y. Then X is S-isomorphic to Y.
Proof. Suppose X  S and Y  S are S-curves as above. Let L be the
separable closure of }(S) and S$ be the normalisation of S in L. Note that
as S is Pru fer so is S$. Next let X$, resp. Y$ denote the normalisation of
X_S S$, resp. Y_S S$. Then X$ is the normalisation of X in }(X)L and is
an S$-curvethe same holds for Y$. Further the embedded generic set
conditon for X and Y implies the same property for the embedded generic
sets of X$ and Y$. By Proposition 3.5 above X$X$G, resp. Y$Y$G,
where G=Gal(L | }(S)). Our aim is to show X$ Y$, and so obtain an
isomorphism between X and Y.
Since X$ and Y$ are birational there is an isomorphism }(X$) w, }(Y$).
Let M # S$ be a closed point and V$, resp. V be the constant reductions
corresponding to the embedded generic points of X$(M) :=X$_S$OM resp.
Y$(M) :=Y$_S$OM . Then V$=V, and by 2.5 and 3.3 we have canonical
isomorphisms:
X$(M)$CV$  CV $Y$(M).
Thus we obtain an isomorphism
X$(M ) w

Y$(M), x [ (x)
with
OX$, x ==
t= OY$, (x)
}(X$) ww
,
}(Y$)
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for each point x # X$(M). From this it follows that through , there is an
isomorphism of the local rings of Y$ with the local rings of X$.
We now show that the above data determines an isomorphism
X$ w Y$. Let U$=Spec A be an affine open containing x in X$ and
U=Spec B an affine open of Y$ containing (x). As the morphisms
X$  S$ and Y$  S$ are of finite type we may assume A and B are finitely
generated over some affine ring O of S$. Suppose A=O[x1 , ..., xn]/Ax=
OX$, x and B=O[ y1 , ..., ym]/B(x)=OY$, (x) . Then for each i, 1im,
,( yi) # Ax and so ,(B)=O[a1 d1 , ..., amdm] with the ai , di # A, di  x.
Setting Ad=A[1d1 , ..., 1dm]/Ax and U$x=Spec Ad , an affine open of
X$, we obtain the commutative diagram,
}(X$) wwwwww, }(Y$)
Ax wwwwww
$ B(x)
Ad
A B
and the morphism B w, Ad induces the diagram of S$-morphisms:
U$x U Y$
Spec }(X$) ww Spec }(Y$)
Thus for each x # X$ the rational map determined by U$x  Y$, corresponds
to the same S$-morphism Spec(}(X$))  Y$. Hence by EGA I, 8.1.11, they
are all identical. It follows we have a morphism X$  Y$ which one verifies
is an isomorphism by the same argumentation with Zariski’s Main
Theorem used previously.
Finally we show that the special fibres of X are connected. For each
closed point M # S$ we have X$(M)$CV$ , and for such curves the special
fibres are connected by 2.1. Therefore the special fibres of X$ are connected.
Applying EGA I, 3.4.8 and 3.6.1 we deduce the result for X. K
Concluding Remarks. In the statement of the theorem the condition
that for each separable extension L | K, the normalisation X$ in FL is of
finite type over S$, is always satisfied if S is noetherian. Alternatively, if
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F | K is geometric henselian for the valuation corresponding to each closed
point M # S, then the condition above isn’t necessary as in the proof no
base change needs to be made.
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